ARISTOCRATIC WOMEN OF ANCIENT JAPAN ESSAY
The role of women in ancient Japan elicits inconsistencies due to different their education many aristocratic Heian
women learned to write eloquently.

The Tale of Genji also provides examples of Buddhist values. Parturient women no doubt feared their
impending labour, but at the same time, they had to accept the inevitable course of events. In the contexts of
the values of Heian aristocratic society, however, proper dress was a major issue At least one scholarly view
described their professional horizons as "relatively narrow and their skills limited to the treatment of general
illnesses and conditions". Evidence suggests that Heian-period court physicians were aware of the processes of
reproduction and childbirth and some theories of conception and gestation developed earlier in China and,
possibly, India. The draft is then sent to the Ministry of Central Affairs. The noise of messengers leaving to
request the reading of sutras carried on throughout the night Therefore, preparations were made for the
parturient to take the tonsure and assume Buddhist vows in preparation for possible imminent death. See
Bowring, n. The aristocracy as a whole was a powerful force, and it was rare that an emperor was able to rule
in ways that the major aristocratic families opposed. Unfortunately a disadvantage when exploring this topic is
the limited resources from men and women of the lower class. There was still the afterbirth to worry about.
Those known for their divining skills [Yin-Yang diviners] had also been ordered to attend; surely not a spirit
in Japan could have failed to prick up their ears. In , Yoshiwara is recorded as having courtesans of the upper
tiers, and prostitutes on the lower tiers. Women of high status in Japan could not escape marriage. E , a
reinterpretation of Confucian teaching called NeoConfucianism stratified the position of women even more.
Moreover, the invention of the Japanese native writing systems served as a stimulus to the creation of a prose
literature, as well as the births of prominent female writers Handout 8. Surprisingly, these records say little
about the role of physicians and midwives. There was a ministry of war, but the war minister was no fighter;
nor was anyone else who mattered. Geisha houses were usually owned and run by women. By the s the
average coming of age of samurai-class boys was at 15 to 17, and in the early to mid's it dropped to an average
of 13 to Shinmura, Taku. The Modern Library Edition. A Woman spent the majority of her life watching
rather than participating. In elite aristocratic households, however, this space for labour and childbirth may not
have provided the parturient woman with a calm, serene atmosphere.

